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The restaurant from Honolulu offers 28 different meals and drinks on the menu at an average price of $2.8.
What Gabe H likes about Kats Sushi:

Here we are post-covid, and where others have failed Kats Sushi is still going strong!!! Where others have
increased their prices dramatically Kats Sushi All-You-Can-Eat (AYCE) pricing has stayed amazingly steady and

still reasonable! NOTE: Looks like their popularity has grown as I’ve noticed more outside table seating to fit
more people that last I came pre-covid. SO BE PATIENT WITH THEM!!The staff is still genuine... read more. In
pleasant weather you can even be served in the outdoor area. What David Wang doesn't like about Kats Sushi:
Very rarely do I put reviews, let alone 1 stars but this one just stings.They first serve you with a sushi platter that
was left out to oxidise and after eating that mandate, mandate you order hand rolls with 80% rice to fill you up.
They don’t take new orders from you until you finish which is ???Then the staff slows down taking your orders

BUT comes to refill your water. So at the end of the day, at what cost? I wo... read more. Kats Sushi from
Honolulu prepares for you scrumptious sushi (e.g., Maki and Te-Maki), as well as in numerous additional

variations, with fresh ingredients like fish, vegetables and meat, and easily digestible Japanese dishes are being
made with lots of fresh vegetables, fish and meat. The meals are prepared typically Asian, there are also

delicious vegetarian recipes in the menu.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
WATER

Mai� course�
SUSHI

Mak�
OSHINKO $2.3

Sandwiche�
CALIFORNIA SANDWICH $4.0

Gunka�
SPICY SALMON $4.0

Drink�
SAKE $2.0

Sush� - Nigir�
MASAGO $2.0

Insid�-Ou�-Mak� Sush�
SALMON SKIN $4.0

D�H� Specia� Insid�-Ou�
SPICY HAMACHI $4.0

Omlett�
TAMAGO $1.5

Cours� Men� #1
PLUM $3.8

Spic� Mak� & Temak�*
SPICY UNAGI $4.0

Kat� Sush� - Han� - Rol�
AHI (FRESH) $3.8

TUNA (CANNED) $2.8

�es� t�e� of dishe� ar�
bein� serve�
SPICY TUNA $4.0

FISH

Dishe� ar� prepare� wit�
TRAVEL

CUCUMBER $2.5

SCALLOP $4.0

UNAGI $1.8

Sush� Nigir�
IKA $1.8

HOTATEGAI $2.0

NATTO $3.8

TOBIKO $2.0

IKURA $1.5

SABA $1.8

TAKO $1.8
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MAGURO $2.0
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